Mercedes cls 2010

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Transmission: Automatic.
They didn't approve us we offer our trade in for plus we offer to put another down payment a
total of they didnt even try we went to another dealer and they approve us on anothet buick
cascada with the down and we bought the car never going to the buick dealer again. Called to
inquire about the out of door cost of a car. They took all my info name, phone, address and said
they will follow up but never bothered to call back. Either the customer service is sloppy or they
are hiding the true price of the cars as others have commented here. Not inclined to deal with
this dealership. Just got my first car w them! The people are great and the line up of cars is
nice! I would definitely recommend coming here. Absolute amazing experience working with
Shawn and his team! I traded in two cars of mine for a used Mercedes and he gave me an
amazing deal and price on my cars, better than a dealership would have by far! They were nice, i
asked about trade in and they said they could look at it and see its worth, but never got back to
me on that. Transmission: 7-Speed Automatic. My husband and I had a great experience at this
dealership. Everyone was friendly and kind to us. The deal for the car was great and within
budget. They have plenty great cars on their lot, but my heart was set on one of them. Thanks to
them I finally got what I wanted. Also, everyone wear a mask due to covid! Great dealership!
Easy to work with and will get you in and out fast in a great vehicle! Mechanic has a smart
mouth and bad attitude. Overall a very disappointing experience, and I would NOT ever
recommend this place to anyone. Buy elsewhere. I like the salesmen honesty but was
disappointed that they were not equipped to do A remote transaction. Great experience! Bought
a car we love for a fair price. They have really nice cars here! Poor communication and when
told they'd get back to me after speaking to manager, never heard back. Zack and Hermosa
motors is the best guy to deal with when buying a car. We just got this brand new pre owned
Kia soul plus at a great price. He makes it so easy when coming in to buy a vehicle. We had a
wonderful experience with this dealer. They were not assertive or forward in any way. Color:
Diamond White Metallic. They did everything they could to get me approved. As of today I was
officially approved and will be receiving my vehicle within the next week from Houston and I live
in Burleson. Isaac Miranda is the guy you want working your deal. Color: Obsidian Black. Color:
Not Specified. The sales guys were nice. But some of the cars weren't in good enough shape to
drive, let alone buy. The vehicle we looked at was filthy. The radio and the air didnt work. Jackie,
the person, I talked to lied about the financing also. These people are not professional. Ron an
his team took very good care of me! I couldnt be happier with there service, wish it was always
this easy! Thanks again Ron! Amazing dealership! Amazing sales professionals. Amazing
selection of cars! The first time ever of me buying a car that the transparency was there! I will
buy more cars in the future with them! Doug made my car shopping experience seamless and
great. Knowledgeable and helpful, very professional staff and pressure free salesmanship. I
look forward to working on a deal with the car I chose, and will return as a customer willingly I
spoke with the manager. He's running my app and getting back to me. It's been a little while but
the deals a long shot for me. I'm keeping my fingers crossed. He was very informative about his
vehicle on our initial phone call. That's the reason I'm considering making a purchase here.
Doug Blizzard, Blizzard Motors has been very helpful. I'm pleased to have experienced his
ethical business dealings. He was proactive in driving the car to my certified Mercedes Benz
mechanic for a pre-purchase inspection, willing to fix minor things, and was able to deliver the
car to my place of business. Thank you, Doug for a great service! Vicqui G. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Karl. Tampa, FL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not
Available. The car looks great good looking over all it is very nice on the end side the seats look
great its a nice good looking benz. The people was very nice. Good at what they do. Over all pic
everything was excellent. Depends on mileage. The style is outstanding! The rear seat room is
not enough for adults to be comfortable for a trip out of town, perhaps two women of smaller
stature. Better gas mileage I think in the six cylinder but still have the power needed. Im six foot
one inch tall in the seat cushion is a little short I need to get something that can extend it other
than that I am happy! Why Use CarGurus? They call the CLS a "four-door coupe"-a notion that
seemed odd a few years ago when it was introduced. And yet today, the Benz CLS has inspired
a raft of similar vehicles from automakers around the world, with its slimmed-down side view

and its faintly French interior. In retrospect, the "coupe" designation seems a little more
acceptable; though it still has four doors, the CLS' profile is taut and elegant like a fine coupe.
Last year's face-lift subtly improved the car's visage with a more dramatic two-bar grille and a
slightly trimmed nose, along with LED tail lamps. Years after its launch, the CLS' silhouette still
is quite fetching. The sheetmetal gives way to even more elegance inside, where the front seats
are surrounded by veneered dash, doors, and console. Last year, the CLS adopted a new
steering wheel and white-faced instruments, minor styling cues that didn't interrupt its
antithetically Benz beauty. The CLS-Class returns with two models. A standard CLS is plenty
urgent thanks to a horsepower, 5. Both pour on power in seamless streams, with the AMG
barking out a more guttural tone when it hits a mph stride. In either trim, the CLS is no fuel
sipper. In the CLS , power shuttles to the rear wheels, and ride motions are controlled by an air
suspension that leaves something to be desired, dynamically. The well-balanced rear-drive
chassis wants to be firmer, and the steering needs to be a little quicker to please traditional
German car fans. If they opt up to the AMG edition, those handling problems are solved; the top
version has firm but supple ride and steering feel, without much of a sacrifice in ride quality.
High style incurs some sacrifice with the CLS, particularly in the backseat. The tapered roofline
cuts marginally into headroom in the front, much more so in the back. Heated and ventilated
front seats pocket passengers deeply behind a tall dash that cuts down on visibility straight
ahead. Looking back, the thick rear pillars obscure rear views. There are twin bucket seats in
the back, and they're very cozy-but headroom is at a premium and the CLS' shape draws the
roof and windows in close to rear-seat passengers, which could feel claustrophobic to some.
Both versions are outfitted with dual front, side, and curtain airbags; anti-lock brakes; traction
and stability control; and a Pre-Safe collision preparation system that tightens seatbelts when
sensors indicate an imminent accident. The luxuriously trimmed CLS also comes with a lengthy
list of standard features. Thanks to the CLS, the whole idea of calling a four-door sedan a
"coupe" has become commonplace, even though it's easy to spot the CLS' doors from the side.
Even so, it's a handsome coupelike look, taut and elegant. A face-lift gently updated the front
end with a more pronounced two-bar grille and a slightly trimmer nose, along with LED tail
lamps. The silhouette still is quite fetching, even a few years after the CLS' debut. If that's a
coupe, then Mercedes should open a real estate arm specializing in two-bedroom studio
apartments. The CLS' sheetmetal gives way to even more elegance inside. Veneered panels and
soft leather surround passengers. Edmunds notes the "sweeping wood panels, chrome trim
surrounds, premium materials and beautiful detailing [that] set the CLS apart. The
Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class returns with two models, and in either, there's great acceleration, but
sometimes soft reflexes, according to editors at TheCarConnection. A standard CLS is plenty
urgent, thanks to a horsepower, 5. Edmunds dubs the V-8s "smooth and incredibly powerful,"
calls the CLS' performance "excellent," and feels the seven-speed automatic transmission
provides "crisp shifts. In the CLS , power shuttles to the rear wheels, and ride motions are
controlled by an adjustable air suspension that leaves something to be desired, dynamically.
Kelley Blue Book says, "When a winding mountain road is part of the journey, the adjustable air
suspension lets you dial in just enough stiffness to encourage a little coupe-like driving. Any
body lean in fast turns is minimal at worst," while "brakes have exceptional pedal feel and erase
speed with no drama. The tapered roofline cuts marginally into headroom in the front, where
heated and ventilated front seats pocket passengers deeply behind a tall dash. The optional
massaging front seats mean the front-seat passengers can "expect a comfortable ride in the
true luxury sense," Cars. It's the rear seats that can inspire second thoughts; Kelley Blue Book
reports "a long center console runs from front to back, dividing the cabin in two and giving both
backseat passengers places to call their own, while four-zone climate control helps to ensure
everyone remains comfortable. Knee and leg room get tight for adults with front seats pushed
well back. Trunk room is acceptable. However, there is "decent cabin storage" that includes
"large, covered bins front and rear. The CLS lives up to quality expectations, too. Kelley Blue
Book is impressed by "impeccable dash stitching," and ConsumerGuide admires its "top-notch
workmanship, elegant leather upholstery, numerous padded surfaces, and liberal use of
soft-touch materials. However, the editors of TheCarConnection. As Edmunds notes, "the
Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class comes standard with antilock disc brakes, active front head
restraints, stability control, side curtain and abdomen airbags at all outboard positions and a
driver's knee airbag. Visibility is the biggest safety issue in the CLS. The "low roofline and high
beltline" can "impair outward visibility," ForbesAutos says, while Car and Driver points out the
high beltline "makes looking out of the car and around the various pillars like poking your head
out of a trash can that's sitting in a jail cell. Edmunds says the system is "largely unintuitive.
While Audi and BMW have updated their systems for , the Mercedes system hasn't yet received
a complete rethink. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used

Cars. By Make. CLS Class. New By Year. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory.
Dislikes low bunker of a backseat Base versions are softly sprung Styling sacrifices outward
visibility. The Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class is a drama queen of the nicest kind-only visibility and
backseat space suffer in its presence. Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car
Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

